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$5 note of the Bank of Missouri signed by Chouteau.

When Auguste Chouteau, the first president and found-
er of the Bank of Missouri died in 1829, he was the most
respected and influential man in St. Louis. Chouteau had
an especially good reason for holding such a position be-
cause not only had he always been a leading citizen and
merchant, but at the age of 14, he had helped to found the
city itself.

Although the bank had ceased to exist back in 1821, St.
Louis at the time of Chouteau's death was rapidly be-
coming the center of the steamboat trade. Its site, care-
fully chosen by Chouteau and his stepfather for its high
ground and location near the convergence of three rivers,
would soon see packets lined up three deep for over a
mile! As a port, its steam tonnage would be exceeded
only by New York and New Orleans.

But all of this lay far in the future back in 1763, when
the young Auguste had been sent to supervise the build-
ing of the first rude cabins. He had been born only a few
years before in New Orleans, sometime in September of
1749. Shortly afterwards, his young mother left her bad-
tempered husband and raised her son alone until 1757,
when she met an ambitious merchant named Pierre
Laclede.

In 1763, Auguste's new father was awarded a charter
from the French government, giving him and his partner
the exclusive right to trade with "the savages of the Mis-
sissippi". So that summer, the family made the three-
month boat trip up the river to Fort Chartres. From here
Laclede and Auguste set out together, searching farther
upriver for a suitable location for a fur trading post and
eventually, they hoped, a town. Late that winter they
came across a promising site along the west bank of the
Mississippi.

Laclede must have had great confidence in Auguste's
ability, because the following February, he sent him back
to the site in sole charge of a party of 30 settlers from
the fort. Young Auguste proved that this confidence was
not misplaced by not only directing the construction, but
also serving as a mediator between the settlers and a
large party of less-than-friendly Indians. By the time that

Laclede was free to visit the site in April, both the cabins
and streets were well along. To encourage more residents,
Laclede provided tools and even offered to share his trade
monopoly. Out of gratitude for his generosity, the new in-
habitants wanted to name their settlement after Laclede;
he insisted, however, that it be named after the 13th Cen-
tury french king and saint, Louis IX.

The site was well-chosen and both the post and its
founders prospered. When the area came under Spanish
control in 1770, the tiny post was named the capital of
Upper Louisiana and it remained a capital under many
succeeding governments. Auguste served as his step-
father's chief assistant until the latter's death in 1778,
and afterwards Auguste and his half-brother Jean Pierre
continued the expansion of the company. Both brothers
proved very able at the complicated business of buying
and selling furs. Their considerable skill at negotiating
with the Indians was also of great benefit as it led to a
virtual monopoly of the trade with the Osage tribe.
Auguste also inherited his step-father's place as leading
citizen, and in fact he had as much power, unofficially, as
the Spanish Director-General.

In 1809, the pair entered into a partnership with 10
other prominent merchants, known as the St. Louis
Missouri Fur Co. This "outfit," as they were called, along
with its successor, the Rocky Mountain Fur Co., became
the dominant firm in the Missouri fur trade. St. Louis,
meanwhile, had been made the capital of Louisana Terr-
itory back in 1805, and in 1809, it was incorporated as a
village with Chouteau as president of the first board of
trustees. He got along just as well with the Americans as
he had done previously with the French and Spanish
authorities. The Americans appointed him a territorial
judge and also made him a colonel in the militia, a title
by which he was usually known. He was not only an in-
telligent man in his own right but also, despite his long
years on the frontier, well-educated, and many an eastern
visitor was amazed not only at his host's sophistication,
but at his 600-volume library as well.
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Commercial Growth Inhibited by Lack of Financing
In 1812, when Missouri became a separate territory,

St. Louis again became the capital. Although the city had
less than a thousand inhabitants in 1800, this figure had
tripled by 1810, and it was now the thriving center of
trade in the West. As more and more goods made their
way between the city and Pittsburgh and New Orleans,
the pirogue gave way to the keelboat and St. Louis truly
was becoming "The Gateway to the West".

As was the case in many frontier towns of the day, how-
ever, the commercial growth of St. Louis was severely
hampered by a lack of ready funds. Specie was almost
non-existent and what there was had to be used to pay for
such necessities as kettles and axes. Nothing was manu-
factured in town and the eastern merchants would accept
only "hard money" for their wares. This left the local
trade with little but barter on which to get by. The sit-
uation became so desperate that furs often served as a
medium of exchange. Beaver and otter were the most
valuable; however, due to the abundant supply, deer-
skins represented the most stable commodity and were
the most commonly used. They were even receivable for
taxes, and property values were often fixed in deerskins.

The only reputable banks were too far away to be of any
use, and the fur outfits were forced into carrying out
many of the essential functions of a bank themselves.
They cashed drafts, made collections, sold exchanges and
even loaned out money. Also, as a convenience, they is-
sued receipts for pelts stored in their warehouses. These
receipts stated that they were bon pour (or good for) an
amount equivalent to the value of the furs. These "bons"
were acceptable locally and even made their way to New
Orleans, but in general they were only a makeshift cur-
rency for home use, and eastern merchants would only
ship goods drawn against the furs themselves.

Bank of St. Louis Founded
A bank was badly needed to provide not only a sound

means of exchange but also to provide credit to finance
the fur expeditions and to enable new settlers to purchase
land. Finally on August 21, 1813, the legislature approv-
ed the charter of this long overdue institution, the Bank
of St. Louis. Despite the urgent need, however, the bank's
directors hesitated over beginning operations. They had
good reasons to be cautious: Not only had a new war with
Britain begun in 1812, but, and perhaps even worse for
them, the charter of the first Bank of the United States
had been allowed to expire in 1811.

This strong, well-managed institution had exerted its
influence over the entire banking community. One of its
most notable accomplishments lay in forcing the state
banks to limit their note issues to a reasonable amount,
based on their reserves. The bank had accomplished this
by simply aquiring quantities of notes from an over-ex-
tended bank and then threatening to call them in. With
this restraint no longer present, the state banks were
free to do pretty much as they chose and as a result their
numbers increased between 1811 and 1820, from 88 to
307. Many of these new banks were only "paper mills"
created for the sole purpose of spreading their worth-
less notes.

This situation had become worse in 1814 when, due to
the war, all banks outside of New England had been al-

lowed to suspend specie payments. Many of the banks
merely took this as an opportunity to increase their cir-
culation (and profits) at no risk to themselves, and it
was only with extreme difficulty that they were finally
forced into paying specie for their notes again in 1817.
During this period the Secretary of the Treasury estimat-
ed that circulation increased from $23,000,000 to over
$110,000,000 and while capital had only doubled, the
number of banks had quadrupled.

The directors of the Bank of St. Louis, perhaps con-
cerned over this perilous banking climate, delayed open-
ing the bank for over three years and finally did so on
December 13, 1816, only because another bank forced
them into doing so. This new bank was backed by a group
of impatient fur traders headed by Auguste Chouteau.
Although many of these men had been original sponsors
of the Bank of St. Louis, the necessity of obtaining credit
to finance their trading expeditions had at last driven
them to found their own bank.

Chouteau Forms Bank of Missouri
Needless to say, the supporters of the Bank of St. Louis

did not welcome this competition and tried to prevent the
legislature from approving it. Chouteau, however, had al-
ready operated, together with his partners, a semi-official
bank along with his fur business and although approval
was delayed until January 31, 1817, the bank had already
commenced business back on September 4, 1816. There
was no doubt that these banks were long overdue, since
the vacuum created by the lack of a sound bank had
drawn in many questionable notes from Kentucky, Ohio
and other "wildcat" states which people were forced
to accept. The only question was how well the pair would
succeed in fulfilling the communities' needs.

The Bank of Missouri was formed with Colonel
Chouteau as president and Lilburn W. Boggs, a future
governor of the state, as cashier. The first office was
in the Main Street residence of Chouteau. The bank's
charter was to run for 21 years and provided for a cap-
italization of $250,000, of which only ten per cent was
required to be paid in. A branch at Ste. Genevieve was
also provided for with $40,000 in capitalization. The
board of nine directors was to serve without pay (a hand-
icap soon overcome), the men were under strict oath not
to loan over $3,000 in their own names At no time was
the circulation to exceed more than double the paid-in
capital and an account of the bank's transactions was to
be presented to the legislature annually. There was no
provision for any inspection, however, and basically the
articles of the Bank of Missouri varied very little from
those of its rival's. Only on one point was there an at-
tempt at improvement: the Bank of Missouri was not
only required to pay specie upon demand for its notes,
but was placed under a five per cent penalty when unable
to do so.

So, at least the bank started off with good intentions.
In fact, both banks were founded by astute men, anxious
to uphold their own reputations as well as their banks'.
Unfortunately, they were also lacking in a knowledge of
sound banking procedures Banks had only been in exist-
ence in America for about 30 years and for many of the
banks' officers, this was their first experience at all with
a bank. Their cavalier attitude towards banking was ap-
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parent almost from the start because despite the penalty
for not paying specie, the stockholders were allowed to
purchase their stock with dubious banknotes, instead of
the specie which would so obviously be needed to do so.

Bank of St. Louis Goes Under
The Bank of St. Louis was the first to succumb to this

poor management when her cashier, John B.N. Smith,
decided on a little extra curricular speculation. While
on trips outside the state, Smith used the Bank of St.
Louis' notes to buy up the "rag money" of his cohorts.
They, in turn, would take these notes to St. Louis and
present them to Smith for redemption. Although the
other officers of the bank apparently caught on to this
scheme, they failed to halt it and it made such a drain
on the bank's vaults that by 1818 they were unable to
continue redeeming the notes. Finally the enterprising
Smith was dismissed, but it was already too late and
despite the best efforts of the directors, it was March
3, 1818 before they could resume specie payments. This
was only a brief respite, however, and on July 12, 1819,
the bank's officers voted to go into liquidation. Although
the bank's notes had boosted the economy and greatly in-
creased the ease with which goods might be imported
from the East, Smith's swindle, the excessive circulation,
and the large sums loaned for the insatiable land spec-
ulations of the day had all combined to drag the bank
down after less than three years.

Bank of Missouri Benefits from Government Deposits
The Bank of Missouri survived for two more years,

thanks mainly to some providential assistance from the
U.S. Treasury. Although President Chouteau proudly de-
clared that the "Bank of Missouri, unlike most other in-
stitutions, owes not its origin to any selfish or specu-
lative purposes. Self-defense alone has given it birth,
and the same principle has continued to govern its oper-
ations all along." In truth, the bank's success was really
due more to the vast amount of U.S. funds deposited in
her coffers than to any such "principle".

The system of establishing federal depositories in cities
across the nation arose from the requirement that U.S.
Land Offices had to be paid in specie or Bank of the U.S.
notes. In many cases where there was no branch of this
bank handy, transferring funds could be very difficult.
In order to alleviate this, the Secretary of the Treasury,
William Crawford, was authorized to designate certain
banks as depositories where funds belonging to the fed-
eral government could be placed. These banks were not
only compensated for the expense of transferring these
funds to the nearest Branch Bank of the U.S., but they
could also use the money as part of their own working
capital.

Unfortunately for the Bank of St. Louis, her President,
Samuel Hammond, had once had the indiscretion to de-
feat Crawford in an election. Quite possibly as a result
of this, Crawford saw fit not only to pick the Bank of
Missouri as a depository, but also to favor it over many
others with the size of the deposits kept there.
Chouteau's bank received a munificent initial deposit of
$150,000 and by 1819 the bank had public deposits of
$700,679 against only $72,973 in private funds. In fact,
outside of Washington, there were no banks anywhere in
the country with deposits exceeding $200,000. While this

generosity greatly facilitated the bank's operations, it
led the directors into carelessness and also, it would ap-
pear, into temptation. It created jealousy in other banks
not so highly-favored and soon the Bank of Missouri had
attracted some powerful enemies.

By 1819, the bank appeared to be doing quite well, it
now had a building of its own, and its nearest rival had
gone under in a storm of lawsuits. The economy, however,
was in the beginnings of a general collapse. The second
Bank of the United States, which had opened in 1817,
had gotten off to a rocky start and some of its branch
offices were mismanaged to the point that they only con-
tributed to the havoc already created by the state banks.
An attempt to call in the many speculative loans of the
southern and western offices only resulted in heavy per-
sonal bankruptcies. Soon produce and property values
had plummeted to only half of their values in 1810, ruin-
ing many of those who had invested in real estate.

The Bank of Missouri also had two new and bitter
enemies in Illinois. Both the Bank of Illinois and the
Bank of Edwardsville, which was backed by the power-
ful Illinois Senator Ninian Edwards, had been picked as
U.S. depositories. However, the total of the funds kept
in both banks reached only $50,000. Furthermore, these

$20 note of the Bank of Illinois.

banks were located near enough to the Bank of Missouri
to create a conflict of interest. This led to harsh dis-
putes between them and the St. Louis bank and Chouteau
declared, "We became the object of their avowed
enmity."

For his part, President Marshall of the Bank of Illinois
complained that the Bank of Missouri would first refuse
all Illinois notes and then would take in large quantities
and present them all at one time for redemption. In fact,
an agent of the Bank of Missouri did once show up in
Shawneetown demanding payment of some $12,000 out
of the Bank of Illinois' meager reserves. Meanwhile the
two Illinois banks had an agreement to send their own
notes as far away as possible and to act together against
the Bank of Missouri.

The year of 1818 proved to be the bank's best as de-
posits reached $312,888 and circulation topped $100,000.
When the Crisis of 1819 arrived, the bank not only sur-
vived the first stages, but appeared to be strengthening
its position. Circulation increased by $35,000 while de-
posits soared to over $700,000; however, over $500,000
of this was out on loan. In 1820, due to apprehension
over the shaky economy, the loans were cut back to
around $368,000. Circulation then totaled $141,503 back-
ed by $190,000 in specie.
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Bank of Missouri Fails After Chouteau's Retirement
Early in 1821, Auguste Chouteau, now 72, decided to

resign due to "age and infirmities". He had been the most
influential man in St. Louis, as well as the wealthiest,
for many years and now he intended to retire at last from
a long and .full public life. Thomas Riddick, his successor
as president, was also highly regarded for his honesty but
he lacked some of Chouteau's sound business sense and
soon, despite the continuing bad economy, the bank's
loans were again allowed to increase.

On June 21, 1821, the bank experienced a severe run on
its own notes. On June 30, a worried Riddick urgently
requested the Secretary of the Treasury to increase the
federal deposits by $50,000. Meanwhile, the run contin-
ued and by early July the bank had only $54,000 of its
own notes still outstanding. To cover both these remain-
ing notes and the $255,000 in deposits, the bank had only
$84,000 in specie. Accordingly, on August 14, President
Riddick announced that the bank "finds itself obliged to
suspend its operations, with a view to the dissolution of
the institution." By the time that the bank closed on the
14th, it had lost $76,000 of its specie store, $60,000 to a
run on deposits and, most revealing, $16,000 to new
loans. It seems that even in the bank's last days, loans
had continued to increase by $40,000, with a new issue of
notes making up the remainder.

Mismanagement Practices Revealed
A legislative committee looked into the bank's closing

and announced that "the failure is not attributable to any
act of dishonesty on the part of the directory of the
bank". President Riddick chose to put the blame on the
pressure applied to the bank by its Illinois rivals and
also to a new law which gave a great deal of protection
to debtors. While it is true that the bank's demise had
been speeded along by the fact that its difficulties had
initiated a fatal run on the Bank of Edwardsville and
Ninian Edwards had angrily used all of his influence to
keep Secretary Crawford from sending further funds to
the bank, it is very evident that the directory was indeed
at fault. Their policy of first permitting the stock shares
to be purchased with wildcat notes and then allowing the
stock to be used as collateral had led to a total of $430,
000 in loans when the bank closed. Despite the fact that
the charter clearly imposed a limit of $3,000 upon them,
fully two-thirds of the $430,000 was loaned in the names
of the nine directors.

Even more damaging was a series of anonymous letters
which appeared in a local newspaper soon after the clos-
ing and seemed to have been written by someone who had
inside knowledge of the bank's workings. This letter
writer (believed by some to be none other than Senator
Thomas Hart Benton, a strong anti-banking man who
served briefly as a director) accused the directors of pay-
ing only for the first installment on their shares and then
borrowing that money back and using it to pay the next
installment due. This rather novel practice does seem to
have been the case because the directors, as the principal
shareholders, were found to have used their $134,700 in
stock to borrow some $108,795. In other words, they had
succeeded in actually paying out only $29,905 for their
stocks. Furthermore, the directors had approved an add-
itional $139,765 worth of loans in their own names. The

anonymous letter writer also accused them of making
their own loans at an annual rate of only six per cent,
while charging other customers much higher rates. Al-
though no one believed that men like Chouteau and Rid-
dick had any active part in such shenanigans, all of the
bank's officers clearly had to share the blame.

The bank's failure left the U.S. government holding the
bag to the tune of $152,142. Besides this, there was also
some $86,000 in notes left outstanding. However, accord-
ing to an 1836 newspaper account, these were finally re-
deemed at 50i on the dollar. The most that the Treasury
ever got back was $8,000 in Missouri Loan Office paper,
which was actually worth only about 25(t to 354t on the
dollar.

It is a small wonder, then, when you consider the his-
tories of these first two banks, that the citizens of Mis-
souri would not permit another state bank for fully 16
years after the Bank of Missouri closed its doors. During
a good part of that time only the loan office notes and
the so-called "wildcat certificates" issued as a bounty
for killing predators and acceptable for county taxes of-
fered any alternative to the questionable notes of other
states.

Bank of the State of Missouri Finally Brings Stability
In 1829, a branch Bank of the United States was open-

ed in St. Louis with a grandson of Colonel Chouteau on
the board of directors. This bank did help fill a void, but
still much of the prosperity created by the city's rise as
a trade center continued to enrich mainly the banks and
the bankers of other states. Then the closing of the sec-
ond Bank of the United States in 1834 once again left
the state without a chartered bank Finally, in 1837, the
legislature overcame its misgivings and agreed to charter
the Bank of the State of Missouri. This bank, which was
the result of much careful planning, became a model of
sound banking practice for the whole country. For many
years it was the dominent financial power not only in
Missouri, but the entire West. Thus long after Auguste
Chouteau's passing, the merchants and citizens of Mis-
souri finally were able to enjoy the benefits of a stable
bank and a sound medium of exchange which he had tried
so hard to provide for them.
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